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Every Thursday, 12:00– Lunch at Sterling’s
restaurant on the river in Richland
April 10 & 11– IMAC
April 30– Drone race practice- 4:00
May 14– Drone event 4PM till Dusk
May 21– Pattern event

Events for Yakima Valley Aero Modelers
Ben’s Strip, 3513 Cheyne Road, Zillah, WA
April 23-26– Spring Opener Fly-In
May 15-16– Volcano Fun Fly

Events for Weavers Airfield,
2395 Hampton Road, Othello, WA
May 1-2 Cumulous Soaring
May 7-9 Heli Fun Fly
May 14-16 RC Scale Qualifier Meet
May 28-31– Memorial Weekend Fly-in
June 18-20– Fun-Fly and Auction,

I appreciate the
feedback I have
been given regarding the newsletters.
Please continue to
send me ideas for
what you would
like to see included.
This makes a great
forum for selling or
swapping items as
well as debuting
new acquisitions to
your fleet.
I overheard talk regarding safe
transport of your
equipment. Please
send ideas to me so
we all can benefit.
Also, thank you to
those who entered
last month’s battery
drawing– a record
high of 18 people!
Stay tuned this
month for another
chance to win.
Camille P.
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President’s Message

by John Patton

A few pilots may arrive Friday the 9th to practice. So, welcome
them and share the field with them. Some may park overnight.

We’re actually into spring now! But being on This is a fund raiser event for the club so we may ask for help
the downwind side of the Cascades, we’ll still to put on the event. I will put out more info as the date aphave a few blustery days but it looks like the proaches.
flying season is getting under way.
Another new aspect of our hobby is comThe irrigation water will be turned on soon, if ing to the field in April. John Hooks, a
not already, and Bob will be asking for help to new member, recently approached the
mow. Be thinking of how you can assist.
board about drone racing at the field. The
I hope many of you have new planes or equipment to start the board discussed this and we think worked out a way to enflying season. Remember our club instructors are available to courage this part of the hobby while not interfering with fixed
assist with plane and radio set up, maiden flights, and general wing operations or other planned events. Of course, drones are
coaching and training. Be sure to contact them ahead of time welcome at the field anytime, but racing requires a special set
and set up a schedule to meet them. Please don’t expect to
up.
come the field and get detailed assistance as you see them.
The board agreed the drone racers could use the field weekday
They may have commitments to other members or need set up afternoons after 3:00 PM. Normally few fixed wing members
their own equipment.
use the field at this time. Currently, John is planning some
The calendar for April has some exciting
events. The IMAC contest is April 10 and
11. I spoke with Rick Crowe, the contest
director, and he has 11 pilots signed up
already.

events on a couple of Fridays in April.

He has worked with Scott to ensure AMA and field safety
measures are in place.

John has a link to the hobby and his plans. So, come out on out
on one his days and take a look. It may be an aspect of the hobIf you are interested in getting started in this part of our hobby,
by you would like to explore.
they have a novice category. On Saturday afternoon you can fly
Happy Easter and I hope to see all of
your plane and be critiqued by one of their pilots. There is no
you soon!
charge for this, but a good chance to get introduced to this
event.
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Are you calibrating your ESC?
You should.

Atomic City Drone Club

There is a new aspect of RC
Most ESCs require initialization to work properly and utilize the full flight coming to the TCRCM
range of control. Essentially, what this does is set the throttle point/ field– FPV drone racing.
power curve for your ESC. This way your ESC knows what idle is
The Atomic City Drone Club
and what full power is, and everything in between. If you don't do
(ACDC) has been around for
this, chances are your ESC won't respond optimally to your throttle several years and describe
input. You might not notice because you don’t know what the full
themselves as “just dudes
range of power is for that model, or you and you might assume you flying toys in the Trihave a bad ESC.
Cities.” (Sound familiar?)
Here's how to initialize your ESC:
Step 1) Remove your propeller for safety. You should never bind or initialize your
ESC with the propeller on. In this hobby
safety should always come first.
Step 2) Turn on your radio and move your
throttle to the full power (top) position.
Step 3) Plug in your battery. You will hear a
series of quick beeps. You have 4 seconds
to move your throttle stick from full power
to the idle (bottom) position. Once you do
that you will hear another quick series of
beeps. That signifies your ESC has been initialized.
Step 4) Disconnect the battery, then turn off your radio. Now turn
your radio back on, and then plug in your battery. You should hear accompanying docuhowever many cells your battery has as successive beeps, plus the
ment) There will be no
initialize tone.
conflict with IMAC or
For example, if you have a 4 cell battery, you should hear...
other fixed wing events
Beep...Beep...Beep...Beep (then quick musical tone).
and all the pilots are
This tells you your ESC is initialized and armed and ready to power AMA members.
your model. That's all there is to it!
Here's a video to help as well: https://youtu.be/vW7-K6_-O_A
Please welcome ACDC to
This article is edited from MotionRC Blog @ https://
the TCRCM field and
www.motionrc.com/blogs/motion-rc-blog/are-you-initializing-your make some new friends.
-esc
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by Camille P.

They are a group of
people interested in
racing drones in
First Person View
(FPV).

ACDC will be using
the TCRCM field occasionally, such as
April 30 at 4:00 for
race practice. (see
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Is My LiPo Battery Safe to Use?

handle your LiPos. So, going back to our first question, should
you dispose of your LiPos if they start to swell up? The correct
Safety Message by R. Scott Page
answer is - it depends. When properly cared for, stored, and
used responsibly, electrolyte decomposition will still take
“Is my LiPo battery safe to use?”, “How do I know if my LiPos
place, however, at a much slower rate. If you only had your LiPo
are damaged beyond repair?” and “How long will my LiPo bat- for a brief period and it swells up exponentially, then you are
teries last?”
either doing something wrong, or the LiPo could be faulty - under this scenario, I recommend you safely dispose of it by slowAll these questions have the same underlying theme: SAFETY. ly and completely discharging and putting in trash.
Today, we will take a deep dive into the chemical properties of On the other hand, if your LiPo has gone through 50+ cycles
LiPos and explain how to differentiate a perfectly functioning
and starts to show slight swelling, this this normal and I would
LiPo, from an older but adequate lipo, or a faulty one.
not recommend you retire it just yet, not without at least first
checking the cell resistance. In theory, a swollen LiPo can still
What Causes Puffing Or Swelling In LiPos
be fairly safe to use if everything else is intact and working
You may have heard people tell you to chuck your LiPo in the
properly. As noted, two of the three gases – hydrogen and carbin if it starts to puff up. All Lipos will inevitably show some de- bon monoxide – are highly flammable and can become dangergree of swelling. So, the real question here is: why do LiPos puff ous if there is a heat spike, or if exposed to air.
up?
Physical Signs Of Damage
A LiPo battery is made of three main components: the positive One of the first and most obvious ways to determine if your
electrode (cathode), the negative electrode (anode), and the liq- LiPos are safe to use is to physically examine them. A physically
uid electrolyte. Electrolyte is a chemical inside your LiPo that
damaged LiPo, combined with swelling is really just a ticking
enables the flow of ions from the negative end to the positive
time bomb. Most, if not all LiPo accidents happen for one reaend during discharge, and vice versa when charging.
son: a punctured inner foil. When punctured and exposed to air,
Your LiPos puff up due to a naturally occurring phenomenon
the mixture of gases and lithium ions will ignite and even exknown as electrolyte decomposition. This process is greatly ac- plode.
celerated when the Lipo gets hot either from rapid discharge,
or from setting in the sun. A Lipo becomes dangerous when it After every use, check your LiPos for any glaring impairments.
heats above 140 degrees F. When electrolyte decomposes, hy- If you just came out from a hard landing with your RC aircraft
drogen, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide are formed as by pay extra attention to surface dents, deformities, cracked
-products. These gases are not only responsible for the physical wraps, wrinkled cells, and any damages to the battery connectswelling of your LiPos, but two of the three are also highly flam- ors.
mable.
One way to check for tiny punctures in the foil is to put a susElectrolyte decomposition will occur regardless of how you
pect lipo into a closed box or bag for 24 hours. Open the bag or
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Is My LiPo Battery Safe to Use? Continued

Safety Message by R. Scott Page

box and smell. If there is a sickening sweet or odd smell it’s
likely the electrolyte, indicating a punctured cell.
INTERNAL RESISTANCE:

One of the best and most accurate ways to determine if your
LiPo is functioning properly is to check the internal resistance
(IR). IR ultimately dictates how
efficient your battery is. IR is
highly dependent upon temperature, so acclimate the battery
temperature for several hours
before measuring IR. I use 72F
(22C) which is the industry
standard. A low IR implies greater efficiency while a high IR
means the opposite. Just like
electrolyte decomposition, IR
will gradually increase over time, however, proper usage and
storage can significantly prolong the process.
A high IR will cause your LiPos to heat up very quickly while
delivering a lower voltage under load – or voltage sag. Continued usage of a LiPo with a high IR will ultimately cause it to
heat up and expand and a cell may rupture causing it to fail or
explode. If the battery comes out of the plane HOT – over 140F
– then you need a battery with much lower resistance or much
higher true C value. I mention “true C” value because ALL battery dealers exaggerate the C value of their batteries, some
grossly so. When you first purchase your LiPo measure and record its IR. You can use the IR (taken @ 72F) to determine a conservative true C value for your battery using this tool @ http://
jj604.com/LiPoTool/ . This tool will give you the max safe current based on the IR and pack size. You can calculate an equiva-
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lent C value for the recommended maximum current by dividing that current by the pack capacity in Amp Hours.
.
In Conclusion...
As part of your lipo maintenance I recommend these simple
steps:
1. When you first purchase your LiPo, label it with the date and
the I.R. Batteries should last several years with proper use and
storage. In the past the recommended storage voltage was 3.80
– 3.85 volts/cell. Batteries in the post Graphene era (since
about 2018) such as Liperior, Rhino, Graphene, Panther, SMC,
Tatu, Nanotech, and such have lower self-discharge rates, and
are best stored at a lower and safer voltage. I use 3.75v/cell,
but some vendors now recommend as low as 3.6v/cell.
2. After use or mishaps check for any obvious damages that
may be detrimental to the inner wrapping of the cells. This may
include, but not limited to the following: surface dents, deformities, cracked wrapping, wrinkled cells, and damaged battery
connectors.
3. Using a smart charger, IR meter or battery meter, check that
the IR is not overly high and is consistent between all cells. If
even one of your cells has an disparate rating, discontinue using
it as it can lead to a major disaster.
4. Keep batteries in storage voltage unless charging them for
the following day. Return to storage voltage upon returning
from the field.
5. Always balance charge batteries. Pack charging will only
check the pack voltage through the mains which can cause cells
with lower resistance to overcharge and become thermokinetic.
Balance charging monitors the individual cell and is much much
safer.
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Mixes for Open Tx

der is not necessarily CH 4 –
but that’s the channel I’ve
Frequently the mixes screen is simply a pass-through screen
chosen to use here. The first
where the inputs are assigned their channel values based on
line of CH4 has as its source
the order in this screen. However the power of computer
the input from the rudder line
transmitters can be unleashed when mixing various inputs to a on the input page. The second
discreet output. OpenTX does this in the Mixer screen and an line has as its source the aileradvantage of OpenTX is the mixes are completely customizable on – which is set with a rate/
to whatever you can imagine.
weight of 50% and is added to
the first line. This AIL line will
When you are thinking of doing a mix you must fill in the
only be in use when the G
blanks for the following statement. When I do _______. I want
_____ to happen. “When I do” is your Input or source line is and switch is in the up position or
SG↑. This allows me to enable
“want to happen” is the mix line you’ll be inserting that
or disable the mix while flying
source into.
– which is a good practice, esFor example: Coordinated turn: When I use my ailerons I
pecially when first trying out a
want my rudder to yaw in the same direction. So I’ll be using
new mix. Moving the rudder
an aileron source line in the rudder channel mix. These two
stick will move the rudder at 100% of the weight/rate specilines will be additive as specified in the Multiplex option.
fied by the rudder input channel AND when the SG↑ switch is
would need to fine tune the weight of AIL line based on flight
performance.
by R. Scott Page

Another example: In a situation where you have a model that
zooms upward with increased throttle we traditionally will
shim the motor down by adding washers on the top two bolts
between the motor mount and firewall. This is to correct the
thrust angle. If changing thrust angle is not possible as in EDF
In this example I have rudder assigned to Channel 4. Note: any
jets, a mix is a solution; such that: When I increase throttle I
channel can be assigned to any control surface, thus: Rudwant down elevator to increase.
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Mixes for Open Tx, continued

this case Throttle is the source and Elevator is the channel.

If you look closely at
these two transmitter
screen shots you’ll noIn
tice that just prior to
the “Ele” is a symbol.
The highlighted “I” indicates that source is coming from the Input page where rates
and expo or curves are applied to the Elevator input. The little
graphic that looks somewhat like a stick is symbolizing that
this source is coming directly from the stick and is not effected
by anything on the Input page.

In this case I have Elevator on Channel 2. The second line in
CH2 has throttle being added to the line at -10% weight. In a
future article I’ll show you have to make the weight of just this
mix line adjustable in flight so you can figure out what the
weight of the mix should be more easily.

You can see in the
graphic to the right
that in Companion the
same difference is denoted by using an “I#”
prior to sources that
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of OpenTX is the myriad
are processed in the
choices one has for nearly everything. This also give consider- Input page. So you can
able power in customizing your mixes. You can even use tesee the top line is I1
which is the Input prolemetry readings to adjust mixes or switch mixes on an off.
cessed (rates and expo)
aileron signal, and lower in the list is simply
Ail which is the raw
values from the aileron gimbal.
The final element of mixes that’s critical to understand is the
difference between these to options for a source.
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If you find you read this several times and still have questions
I’m happy to make up some sort of answers. However you
probably should not ask on April 1 or you might get some really tall tale.
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Ron’s new Stearman

Who Am I?
This young man
had just finished
50 consecutive
touch and go’s!

Rob O. maidened his
RV8

Last month’s mystery people
were John and Jacob
Pulsipher.

Rob S. shows his V1200.

Dave’s RV8 in green.

Rodney shows his new 1/5
Scale Phoenix Model ARF
Spacewalker.

Flying Opportunity for PAY!!!
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Drew Scherschligt (s.drew8@yahoo.com)
writes:
I'm going to be hiring RC aircraft pilots to fly with me chasing birds out of a blueberry farm in Yakima. We will be
providing housing, and it will pay good for a short season
during the summer. We are providing the aircraft to fly.
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The March question to enter the drawing for a battery
received the following responses:

The winner
of last
month’s
drawing
is...
David
Wilson.
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